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Abstract. Group formation and evolution are prominent topics in social con-
texts. This paper focuses on the analysis of group evolution events in networks
of face-to-face proximity. We first analyze statistical properties of group evolu-
tion, e.g., individual activity and typical group sizes. After that, we define a set
of specific group evolution events. These are analyzed in the context of an aca-
demic conference, where we provide different patterns according to phases of
the conference. Specifically, we investigate group formation and evolution using
real-world data collected at the LWA 2010 conference utilizing the Conferator
system, and discuss patterns according to different phases of the conference.

1 Introduction

An important goal of social sciences is to reach a theoretical understanding of the pro-
cess of group formation and evolution of humans [24]. Typically, in such contexts the
analysis is enabled using empirical studies of human behavior. However, until recently,
such studies were very costly and time-consuming, especially for larger groups: Here,
the individual behaviors of a larger group of people had to be observed – for a longer
time period in a not too small area. Indeed, now – with the rise of social networking sites
such as Second Life or Facebook – the situation in data collection has changed signifi-
cantly. With such systems in place, the situation is quite different, as it has become much
easier to track the individual behavior of users. While there have been results indicating
that online connections relate to offline connections in specific contexts, e. g., [30], it
has also been argued that the behavior within these online platforms differs in many
cases from the offline behavior and its inherent structures. Strong ties, for example,
seem to correlate better than weak ties [30], but e. g., also only a small share of friends
in Facebook are really close connections, i. e., friends in the offline world [32, 53].
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With the further development of sensor technology, however, it has become possible
to track the behavior of individuals also in the offline world. Using suitable sensors,
collecting data from large(r) groups has become possible. In our work, we will make
use of RFID technology to track not only the location of individuals, but also to observe
their communication behavior [16].

We utilize data of the Conferator 4 system [5] – a social conference guidance system
for enhancing social interactions at conferences. Conferator applies active RFID prox-
imity tags developed by the Sociopatterns collaboration.5 In particular, these tags allow
the collection of human face-to-face proximity. For our analysis, we utilize data that has
been collected at the academic conference LWA 2010.6 For the event, the participants
of the conference were wearing the RFID tags for three days, at all times during the
conference time.

Based on these data, we have performed an analysis of the formation and breakup
of groups. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

1. We provide a formal model of group evolution in networks of face-to-face proxim-
ity and present a definition of different group evolution events.

2. We then consider social behavior of individuals and specifically analyze the evolu-
tion of social groups:

(a) We provide a statistical analysis of individual activity and typical group sizes
during conference phases.

(b) Second, we investigate the temporal evolution of the proposed group evolution
events throughout the conference and especially during the coffee breaks. As
a result, we observe and discuss typical communication and activity patterns
during these social events.

3. We analyze these patterns and characteristics and discuss quite clear-cut differences
between conference sessions, coffee breaks, poster sessions, and free time.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 describes the RFID hardware setting and gives a detailed overview on the
collected real-world datasets. Section 4 describes the formalization of social groups
and group transitions. After that, Section 5 presents the analysis. Finally, Section 6
summarizes our results and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work concerning the analysis of human contact be-
havior and the analysis of groups. We start with a detailed overview on the analysis of
human contact behavior.

4 http://www.conferator.org
5 http://www.sociopatterns.org
6 http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/conf/lwa10



2.1 Human Contact Behavior

The analysis of human contact patterns and their underlying structure is an interesting
and challenging task in social network analysis. Eagle and Pentland [26], for example,
presented an analysis using proximity information collected by bluetooth devices as a
proxy for human proximity. However, given the interaction range of bluetooth devices,
the detected proximity does not necessarily correspond to face-to-face contacts [16],
as also confirmed by Atzmueller and Hilgenberg [8]. The SocioPatterns collaboration
developed an infrastructure that detects close-range and face-to-face proximity (1-1.5
meters) of individuals wearing proximity tags with a temporal resolution of 20 sec-
onds [23]. This infrastructure was also deployed in other environments in order to study
human contacts, such as healthcare environments [28, 35], schools [51], offices [21]
and museums [29]. Here, first analyses concerning group contact evolution have been
reported in [15], focusing on the temporal evolution of smaller groups (up to size four).

Another approach for observing human face-to-face communication is the Socio-
metric Badge.7 It records more details of the interaction but requires significantly larger
devices. Besides these two approaches, there is, up to our knowledge, no single empir-
ical study in the social sciences that resulted in a history of all conversations of some
event, where, for each face-to-face conversation, the names of the respective dialogue
partners are stored together with exact time stamps for start and end of the conversation.

The SocioPatterns framework also provides the technical basis of our Confera-
tor [3–5] system. In this context, Atzmueller et al. [6] analyze the interactions and dy-
namics of the behavior of participants at conferences; similarly, the connection between
research interests, roles and academic jobs of conference attendees is analyzed in [34].
Furthermore, the predictability of links in face-to-face contact networks and additional
factors also including online networks have been analyzed by Scholz et al. [45, 46].

2.2 Analysis of Groups

Groups and their evolution are prominent topics in social sciences, e. g., [24, 33, 56].
Wasserman and Faust [57] discuss social network analysis in depth, and provide an
overview on the analysis of cohesive subgroups in graphs, both outlining methods for
structural analysis, e. g., [27, 41] as well as for obtaining compositional descriptions,
e. g., [1, 2]. Social group evolution has been investigated in a community-based analy-
sis [42] using bibliographic and call-detail records. Backstrom et al. [14] analyze group
formation and evolution in large online social networks, focussing on membership,
growth, and change of a group. Furthermore, Brodka et al. [19,20,44] investigate group
formation and group evolution discovery and prediction in social networks.

In contrast to the approaches above, this paper focuses on networks of face-to-face
proximity at academic conferences: We extend the definitions for group formation and
evolution in a fine-grained analysis and investigate the impact of different phases at a
conference. Furthermore, we do not necessarily focus on groups defined by a dense
graph-structure, but analyze respective groups that are connected by face-to-face con-
tacts. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that such an analysis
has been performed using real-world networks of face-to-face proximity.

7 http://hd.media.mit.edu/badges



3 Face-To-Face Contact Data

In this section, we summarize the framework used for collecting face-to-face contact
networks, before we briefly describe the Conferator system.

3.1 RFID Setup

At LWA 2010 we asked participants to wear the active SocioPatterns RFID devices (see
above), which can sense and log the close-range face-to-face proximity of individuals
wearing them. Using the UBICON framework [3, 4] for data collection, this allows
us to map out time-resolved networks of face-to-face contacts among the conference
attendees. In the following, we refer to the applied active RFID tags as proximity tags.

A proximity tag sends out two types of radio packets: Proximity-sensing signals
and tracking signals. Proximity radio packets are emitted at very low power and their
exchange between two devices is used as a proxy for the close-range proximity of the
individuals wearing them. Packet exchange is only possible when the devices are in
close enough contact to each other (1-1.5 meters). The human body acts as an RF shield
at the carrier frequency used for communication [23].

For estimating a face-to-face contact, we apply a similar threshold-based approach
as in [23]: We record a face-to-face contact when the length of a contact is at least 20
seconds. A contact ends when the proximity tags do not detect each other for more than
60 seconds. With respect to the accuracy of the applied RFID tags, we refer to the results
of Cattuto et al. [23] who confirm (1) that if the tags are worn on the chest, then very
few false positive contacts are observed, (2) face-to-face proximity can be observed
with a probability of over 99% using the interval of 20 seconds for a minimal contact
duration. This is in the range of human inter-annotator-agreement [22]. Compared to
their experiments, our setup is even more conservative since we use a threshold of 60
seconds when determining the end of a contact. Furthermore, it is important to note that
we focus on face-to-face proximity as a proxy for actual communication; due to the
applied thresholds (see above), face-to-face proximity situations which include episodes
that are, e. g., briefly side-by-side or over the shoulder, can typically also be captured.

The proximity tags also send out tracking signals at different power levels, that are
received by antennas of RFID readers installed at fixed positions in the conference en-
vironment. These tracking signals are used to relay proximity information to a central
server and also to provide approximate (room-level) positioning of conference partici-
pants, cf. [47,48]. This allows us to monitor encounters, e.g., the number of times a pair
of participants is assigned to the same set of nearest readers. All the packets emitted
by a proximity tag contain a unique numeric identifier of the tag, as well the identifiers
of the detected nearby devices. For more information about the proximity sensing tech-
nology, we refer the reader to the website of SocioPatterns.8 For more details on the
context of the LWA 2010 conference, we refer to [6] for an in-depth presentation.

8 http://www.sociopatterns.org



3.2 Conferator platform

The proximity tags described above provide the physical infrastructure for our social
conference management system Conferator. Conferator [3–5] is a social and ubiquitous
conference guidance system, aiming at supporting conference participants during con-
ference planning, attendance and their post-conference activities. Conferator features
the ability to manage social and face-to-face contacts during the conference and to sup-
port social networking. Among other features, it provides an overview on the current
social events and interactions, a map for locating conference participants, a personal-
ized schedule, and adaptive recommendation mechanisms for interesting contacts and
talks at the conference.

Conferator has successfully been deployed at several events, e.g., the LWA 2010,9

LWA 201110 and LWA 201211 conferences, the Hypertext 201112 conference, the IN-
FORMATIK 201313 conference, the UIS 2015 workshop14 and a technology day of the
Venus15 project. In this paper, we focus on the data obtained at LWA 2010 in Kassel.

4 Formal Model

Before we analyze the evolution of groups in face-to-face contact networks, it is neces-
sary to give a definition of a temporal social network and a social group.

4.1 Modeling Social Groups

Let F = ([t1, t2), [t2, t3) . . . , [tm, tm+1)) be a list of consecutive time windows. In
this paper, all windows will have a duration of one minute. Similar to [20] we define a
temporal social network TSN as a list of single social networks (SN1, · · · , SNm).

SNi = (Vi, Ei), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,

where Vi is the set of all participants who had at least one face-to-face contact with
some other participant within the time window [ti, ti+1). Two participants u, v ∈ Vi

are connected by an edge e := (u, v) in Ei if they had at least one face-to-face contact
within the time window [ti, ti+1).

We define a social group G in the social network SN = (V,E) as a subset of
vertices G ⊆ V where G is a connected component of SN with |G| > 1. We denote
the set of all social groups of SN by G, and the set of all social groups of SNi by Gi.

9 http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/conf/lwa10/
10 http://lwa2011.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/
11 http://lwa2012.cs.tu-dortmund.de/
12 http://www.ht2011.org/
13 http://informatik2013.de/
14 http://enviroinfo.eu/ak-uis/uis-2015
15 http://www.iteg.uni-kassel.de/



4.2 Modeling Group Transitions

As in [20] we differentiate between the group transitions form, merge, grow, con-
tinue, shrink, split, and dissolve between two consecutive time windows [ti, ti+1) and
[ti+1, ti+2). However, below we provide more formal and stricter definitions that allow
us to classify evolution events without exceptions.

– We say that a group G forms in SNi+1, iff G ∈ Gi+1 and ∀gi ∈ G : � ∃G′ ∈ Gi :
gi ∈ G

′
.

– We say that groups G1, . . . , Gm in SNi merge, iff m ≥ 2 and ∃G ∈ Gi+1 such that⋃m
i=1 Gi ⊆ G .

We say that group G in Gi

– grows, iff ∃!G′ ∈ Gi+1 : G ⊂ G
′
,

– continues, iff ∃G′ ∈ Gi+1 : G
′
= G ,

– shrinks, iff ∃!G′ ∈ Gi+1 : G ⊃ G
′
,

– splits, iff ∃G1, . . . , Gm ∈ Gi+1, with m ≥ 2 such that
⋃m

i=1 Gi ⊆ G ,

– dissolves, iff ∀gi ∈ G : � ∃G′ ∈ Gi+1 : gi ∈ G
′
.

5 Analysis

In this section, we first describe the applied dataset. After that, we provide statistical
analysis results on individual activity, before we investigate group formation and evo-
lution in detail and provide illustrating examples.

5.1 Dataset

Each link in the applied LWA 2010 network indicates physical face-to-face proximity
and can be weighted by the cumulated duration of all face-to-face proximity contacts
between the linked persons.

Table 1. General statistics for LWA 2010 dataset. In addition to the number of nodes and edges,
here d is the diameter, AACD the average aggregated contact-duration (in seconds) and APL the
average path length.

|V | |E| Avg. Deg. APL d (G) AACD
77 1004 26.07 1.7 3 797

Table 1 provides a detailed overview on the dataset. As already observed in many
other contexts [23,29,34] the distributions of all aggregated face-to-face contacts lengths
between conference participants are heavy-tailed. More than the half of all cumulated
face-to-face contacts are less than 200 seconds and the average contact duration is less
than one minute, but very long contacts are also observed. Overall, the diameter, the
average degree and the average path length of G are similar to the results presented
in [6, 29].

Table 2 shows statistics on the individual group evolution events for different mini-
mum group sizes for the LWA 2010 dataset.



Table 2. Statistics on the individual group evolution events for different minimum group sizes.

≥ 2 ≥ 3 ≥ 4 ≥ 8

Forming 941 98 16 1

Dissolving 936 96 16 1

Merging 140 140 140 50

Splitting 146 146 146 53

Growing 839 839 461 94

Shrinking 835 835 463 83

Continuing 3951 1103 406 33

5.2 Social Behavior of Individuals

This analysis draws on assessing the quantity and the quality of contacts during the
course of a conference and the respective heterogeneity of individual conference partic-
ipants. We consider three different temporal phases during the conference, i. e., coffee
(and lunch) breaks, conference sessions, poster session, and free time (i. e., the remain-
ing time besides breaks and sessions).
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Fig. 1. Histograms of contact activities during conference phases. Except for the lowest category
the cells denote right-closed and left open intervals.



The contact quantity provides an indicator of the networking activity of an indi-
vidual while attending the conference. In a given phase of the conference, we measure
contact activity by relating the number of minutes a participant attended to the number
of minutes during which a contact with another participant was observed. The resulting
indicator is quantified in terms of the mean number of contacts per hour of an individual
participant during the respective conference phases. Figure 1 illustrates the results.

On average, individuals have 23 (sd = 12.11) contacts per hour during coffee
breaks, 15 (sd = 9.13) during sessions, and 27 (sd = 15.7) during their free time. Dif-
ferences in contacts per hour between conference phases are significant (repeated mea-
sures ANOVA with participants as within-factor and mean contacts per hour in different
phases as dependent variables, F (1.531, 105.634) = 32.216, p < .01, Greenhouse-
Geisser adjusted). Pairwise comparisons between phases using paired t tests show sig-
nificant differences between session and coffee breaks (T (74) = −6.64, p < .01) and
session and free time (T (69) = −7.503, p < .01). Differences between coffee breaks
and free time were not significant (T (69) = −2.009, p = .048, adjusted alpha level =
0.017 (Bonferroni)). These overall and pairwise results were confirmed by the equiva-
lent nonparametric test (Friedman test, X2(2) = 51.686, p < 0.01).

Unsurprisingly, during coffee breaks or free times contact activity increases com-
pared to session times. In both phases, a majority of the participants has more than 20
and up to 60 contacts per hour. In contrast, during session time the observed number of
contacts decreases to 20 or less per hour for a big majority of the participants.

5.3 Evolution of Social Groups

In the following, we first investigate group statistics, focusing on group sizes during
different conference phases. After that, we investigate group evolution events in detail.

Group Statistics. While the previous analysis focused merely on the quantity of con-
tacts by an individual, the following investigation looks at a different property of the
respective conversations. Thus, we determine the size of the conversation group an in-
dividual finds himself in during a given minute of the conference. Such conversation
groups correspond to connected social network components as defined in Section 4.

Our assumption is that being member of a larger conversation group enables an
individual on the one hand to spread his thoughts and ideas more widely and on the
other hand allows him to perceive more diverse contributions from other individuals.
Of course it has to be noted that face-to-face conversation or very small conversation
groups can likewise yield high quality information exchange. However, in the context
of this paper we use the size of the component an individual participant belongs to
during a given phase of the conference as a proxy for the conversation quality of the re-
spective individual. Figure 2 shows the respective results. On average, individuals find
themselves in conversation groups of size 2.72 (sd = 1.2) during coffee breaks, 1.55
(sd = .36) during sessions, and 2.74 (sd = 1.47) during free time. The differences
between conference phases are significant (repeated measures ANOVA with partici-
pants as within-factor and mean group size in different phases as dependent variables,
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Fig. 2. Histograms of conversation group sizes during conference phases. Except for the lowest
and highest categories histogram cells are right-closed and left open intervals. Note that compo-
nent size 1 is included in the statistics to cover the case of solitary standing conference partici-
pants.

F (1.61, 111.2) = 36.138, p < .01, Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted). Pairwise compar-
isons between phases using paired t tests show significant differences between ses-
sion time and coffee breaks (T (74) = −8.81, p < .01) and session time and free
time (T (69) = −7.43, p < .01). Differences in group size between coffee breaks
and free time were not significant (T (69) = −0.88, p = .93). These overall and
pairwise results were confirmed by the nonparametric equivalent test (Friedman test:
X2(2) = 65, p < 0.01).

Clearly, during session times for the vast majority of individuals contacts are re-
stricted to face-to-face (component size 2) or do not occur at all (component size 1).
In sharp contrast, during coffee breaks or free times only one third of the participants
remain in such small (conversation) groups while the others are found in larger groups
up to size 6 and more. On the extreme end, around 10 participants are in average over
all coffee breaks of the conference members of conversation groups of sizes exceeding
4. Similar circumstances are found during free time. Interestingly, despite significantly
different activity patterns (see Figure 1 above) conversations groups tend to be smaller
during free times compared to coffee breaks. However, this difference is statistically not
significant.
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Fig. 3. Examples of group transitions at LWA 2010. The different transitions are depicted by the
following annotations: C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing,
M=Merging Sp=Splitting

Group Transitions. In the following, we study the transition of the groups over time.
Time is measured in minutes (excluding the nights). Minute 0 is 8:03 AM on Day 1
when the first signal of an RFID tag arrived, and Minute 2282 is the last signal recorded
at 06:01 PM on Day 3. Day 1 ends in minute 740 with the last signal of the day on
08:23 PM; and Day 2 starts in Minute 741 at 08:14 AM with the first signal of the day.
Day 2 ends in Minute 1714 with the last signal (concluding also the poster session) at
12:28 AM, and Day 3 starts in Minute 1715 at 08:34 AM. For detailed information,
the conference schedule is available at http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/
conf/lwa10/program.html.
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Fig. 4. Examples of group transitions at LWA 2010. The different transitions are depicted by the
following annotations: C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing,
M=Merging Sp=Splitting

We start by illustrating some typical network configurations during the first coffee
break of the conference (Minutes 416–446). In doing so, we will exemplify some of the
typically occurring types of transitions. At the end of a session we expect conversation
groups to build up while people leave the session rooms. The figures below show the
contact networks during the final minutes of the session (minutes 407 and 408) and
during the official beginning of the coffee break. In the footer line of the diagrams the
group evolution events identified during the transition from t to t+1 are displayed.

Between minute 407 and 408 a total of eight growing and forming events occur.
People already leave the session rooms prior to the end of the session and start getting
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Fig. 5. Aggregated weighted occurrences of the transition types during the confer-
ence. C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging
Sp=Splitting. At the top of the figure, we mark the different coffee breaks (shown in blue); the
red bar on Day 2 indicates the poster session.

in contact. Consistently, the diagram for minute 416 illustrates that at the beginning of
the break numerous groups of different sizes are established. Towards minute 417 these
groups either persist, or they grow or merge respectively. Compared to the other minutes
of the coffee break during these two time spans the maximum frequency of growing
events is found. Likewise for the first time span the maximum number of forming events
during the coffee break is observed.



The circumstances during the end of the coffee break and beginning of the following
sessions are well illustrated by the characteristics of the transition from minute 419 to
420 and 448 to 449, see Figures 5(a)-5(d): The first diagram shows a case of splitting
and shrinking of larger groups. The second diagram illustrates that once conversation
groups have shrunk most of the remaining small groups persist and only two groups
dissolve. This situation marks the maximum number of continuing events found during
the course of the regarded coffee break. The time span from minute 448 to 449 exhibits
the maximum number of splitting events found for the considered coffee break.

After these illustrating examples, we turn to a quantitative analysis of the group
transitions:

– For our study we used different minimum group sizes. A minimum group size of
n ∈ N means that we consider all groups with size greater or equal n.

– In Figure 5, we plotted, for each transition type, the weighted sum of all its transi-
tions between minute 0 and t.

– For each transition of one of the types continuing, dissolving, splitting and shrink-
ing, we add |Gt| to the sum. For each transition of one of the types forming, growing
and merging, we add |Gt+1| to the sum.

– At the top of the figure, we mark the different coffee breaks (shown in blue); the
red bar on Day 2 indicates the poster session.

We observe that for a minimum group size of 2 the number of continuings is the
most dominating value. The number of continuings decreases rapidly when we con-
sider groups with size greater than 3 only. This means that the continuing-event mostly
appears in groups of size 2 or 3. In addition, we note that the group transition types
forming and dissolving are observed mostly for groups of size 2. To our surprise it is
very unlikely that a group of size greater than 3 will form or dissolve. Considering
groups of size greater than 3 the group transitions growing and shrinking become the
most dominating events. For larger groups, we observe a strong increase of continuings
during the conference poster session.

It is interesting to see that the inverse transitions (i.e. growing vs. shrinking, form-
ing vs. dissolving and merging vs. splitting) have almost identical curves. This is a first
indicator for the hypothesis that growth and decay of communication groups are sym-
metric. As expected, they differ during communicative phases (coffee breaks etc.) such
that the weighted sum of the increasing transition type grows earlier during this phase,
while the sum of the corresponding decreasing type grows more at the end of the phase.

For some further illustrating examples, Figures 6-7 show a close-up of the global
curves around the first coffee break, which started in Minute 416 and ended in Minute
446, including thirty minutes prior and after the break. Also, while the results of Fig-
ures 6 and 7 are quite similar to those of Figure 5, we also observe the clear trend that
the most activity takes place during the coffee breaks. For example, for a minimum
group size of 8 the coffee break can be detected very well (see Figure 7(b)): Here all the
group transitions take place during the coffee break. This observation does also hold for
all other coffee breaks.
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Fig. 6. Close-up of the curves in Figure 5 around coffee break 1 for minimal groups sizes
GroupSize = 2 , 3 . For better readability, all curves start at level 0 at the left end of the dia-
gram. The different transition types are depicted by the following annotations: C=Continuing,
D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging Sp=Splitting
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Fig. 7. Close-up of the curves in Figure 5 around coffee break 1 for minimal groups sizes
GroupSize = 4 , 8 . For better readability, all curves start at level 0 at the left end of the dia-
gram. The different transition types are depicted by the following annotations: C=Continuing,
D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging Sp=Splitting



6 Conclusions

We have used RFID technology to investigate the structure and dynamics of real-life
face-to-face social contacts. We presented a formal model of detecting group dynamics
in the data providing strict definitions that allow us to classify evolution events without
exceptions. As an example, we took the interactions of participants of one conference
and analyzed their individual activities, as well as the characteristic and quite clear-cut
differences between conference sessions, coffee breaks, poster sessions, and free time.
While the data have great face validity, it will certainly be useful to validate the data
provided by the RFID technology with experimental means in future research to know
more about possible technical artefacts.

Furthermore, we also aim to investigate the generality of the observed phenomena
by extending the analysis focusing on a set of conferences, e. g., [34, 49]. Then, also
subgroup and community detection methods aiming to describe such groups can pro-
vide further insights and data-driven explanations, e. g., [7, 9, 12]. Further fundamental
issues concern the analysis of dynamics of groups and their evolution [25, 31]. Also,
analytical methods can then potentially be used for grounding the evaluation of such
structures, e. g., [36, 38]. We aim to investigate such approaches in more detail also
concerning multi-layer networks, e. g., [54]. In addition, we will investigate how to em-
bed findings on structure and dynamics into predictive methods: This includes, e. g.,
link prediction in such contexts [46,49,52], community analytics [7,55], and according
pattern detection and modeling methods, e. g., [10, 11, 43]. Of course, this also extends
to the semantics of user interactions [17, 39, 40, 50], their evaluation [37] and their ex-
planation, e. g., [13, 18].

Also, at the moment, we have focussed on macro phenomena like the overall group
dynamics. But the technology we use also allows for combining off-line data about
individuals (like e.g. their academic role of their scientific interests) with their com-
munication behavior at meetings. The individual history of encounters and personal
acquaintances certainly plays a further role. Moreover, architectural and constructional
properties of the venue can influence the formation of groups, e.g. the localization of
the buffet of the conference dinner, and so forth. Further directions here also include
location based group and mobility patterns. By combining such additional knowledge
with the observed real-time dynamics, we might get closer to a theory of real world
face-to-face group dynamics. Such dynamics, in turn, might be taken as a proxy for the
spread of information between people, or for in-depth discussions – depending on the
kind of groups we observe.
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